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ON THE DETERMINATION
OF ATMOSPHERIC PATH LENGTH

BY PASSIVE MICROWAVE RADIOMETER

William J. Webster, Jr.

ABSTRACT

The Pacific Plate Motion Experiment (PPME) will use into	 alnutry tech-
niques to make precise measurements of geophysical *ac	 . At the level of
accuracy required, the path length error due to the neutxw tov-cr atmosphere
makes a significant contribution to the error budget of the in^.e.rferometer
measurements. In order to better define the needs of the PPME, this review
and study was prepared.

A review of previous work shows that, while yen, little has been published on
the small-scale distribution of the atmospheric water vapor, the large-scale
distribution of water vapor is known to vary significantly over time scales as
short as 20 minutv^4. This variation In water vapor content is the main source
of the changes in ; ath length error at a particular site.

It is shown that the current "statee of the art" in passive  miurowave radiumetry
allows a very precis o measurement of the brightness temperature of the sky.
It is also noted that the technological requirements of radiometers are very
different from the requirements of radio astronumy. The technology has been
used in the construction of radiometers which are sufficient for use in the path
length correction problem.

A simulation study shows that, when combined with surface meteorology data,
passive microwave radiometer data will allow a determination of the path
length correction to better than 2 cm at the zenith. By a careful choice of
frequencies, a dual frequency system will allow a measurement of the path
length correction to better than 4 cm at zenith angles as great as 00 J. Be-
cause of the wide range of weather conditions to be expected for the PPME
sites (which include Alaska, Hawaii and Massachusetts), it will probably be
necessary to use a separate correction algorithm for each site.
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1. TIiF: PATH LEN61'11 I'Itt)liLE11

The atmospheric path length diffors from ti`e geometric path length because of
the !nflnenee of the index of refraction of the atmosphere. if r is the vector
from the observer to the object of interest, the difference between the geo-
metric and apparent path length tR) is given by:

h
Il	 to	 I ) a	 (1)

h

where the observer is at 11oint a, the ohic , ct is at point b and n is the index of
refraction.

Any precise measurement of a length within the atmosphere requires a correc-
tion for the path length error due to the atmosphere. (>hviouslY, the impor-
tance of the correction increases as the geometric path length increases until
the ent.Me atmosphere is included. For example, the path length correction
for the zenith direction through the :entire atmosphere is about 2.2 meters for
frequencies around 3 Gllz.

In this paper, we will deal with the problem of path length corrections in the
1.4 Gliz to 10 Gllz frequency range. As contrasted with the optics; problem or
the millimeter wavelength problem, the following conditions hold:

1. Dispersive (i. e. , frequency dependant I affects are negligible. Calcu-
lations show that at most 10 r'of the path length correction at 10 6If-
is due to dispersive effects.

2. Clouds are nearly transparent. Except for the highest frequencies,
even heave rain clouds are not opaque.

3. The dominant influence on the variation of the path length is the dis-
tribution of atmospheric water vapor and its changes. As we will see,
the index of refraction of the dry atmosphere is relatively constant,
while the index of refraction due to water vapor is highly variable.
In a sense, the dry atmosphere sets the average path lent,*th error
while the water vapor is responsible for the variations.

Sean and Dutton (1966) have shown that the radio refractive index can be ap-
proximated by:

+ kill	 (2)

1
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T

where a 1.4 the partial pressure of water vapor (nib), 'l' is the temperature
( 'K) and 1 1 is the atmompheric pressure (mb). A and It are constants (A ii. ti

x It) ` ' -h ' 11 = 4A1t1 `'K ► , Substitutin g into (1) and usin g the ideal gas I;rw
nib

yields, for the zenith direction:

Itl^m1	 a) ^.., I ,a )+	 ,(h1 dh
	 CO

I '(h)

where h is the altitude above the surface (cm, and C is a constant.

('leach, at a minimum, the surface	 and the altitude distributions of
water vapor and temperature are required to dc-tvi-mine It.

OI the approximately 2.21 m of typical path length, equation (3) shows that
about 1. ^, meter is clue to the d — atmosphere. Since seasonal yariatit,:,s of
the partial pressure of eater vapor can be as much as 10t)'; there ( • ; ► n be vari-
ation, of ncark lialC a meter in tl e water vapor contribution !u the correction.

Numerous studies ha%( obtained approximations to the path length correction
based on atmospheric statistics and surt;tce nu-leorulugical measurements
(i.v.. M)pfiel:i, 19.1; Marini and 11urruv. 11973). • 1• he conclusions have usu-
all y been that 'lie correction schemes are accurate to about 2 cm for the
zenith. Ilowo%er, it recent stud • (Goad, 1974) shows that, when the various
formulations are used for a site which was not included in the original statis-
lical ensemble, the predictions are accurate to ,► em at best lot- the zenith and

becunic progressivOY poorer as the zenith angle increases. Since the contri-
bution of the ;atmospheric path length error to the accuracy of the PPNIF base-
line measurenients crtn be considerable, it is necessary to measure the path
length correction to 2 cm or better accuracy at the zenith.

Because of the difficult y of implenientitig active sounding techniques near a
high sensativitN , rcc-Mvcr, rada r• -t ' pc s y stems cannot be used to measure the
Irath length correction. Because clouds are opaque to visible and infrared ra-
diation, optical sounders will not measure the entire geometric path except for
clear sk'• condition	 We :ire therefore restricted to passive microwave tech-
niques to c^ Amite the path length correction.

The microwave spectrum of the earth's atmosphere contains two spectral line
complexes of importance for the path length problem. A measure of the dis-
tribution of water vapor (and thus e(h) ► can be obtainedl from observations
around the 22.2:3.5 Gllz water vapor line. Similarlv, a measure of the temper-
ature and pressure distributions can he obtained b y observations around the

2



A

co Gliz oxygen hand. In each case, the quantum phvsies of the line formation
is sufficiently well understood that the uncertainties in the atmospheric I ►ara-
meters dominate the uncertainties in the transition rates over most of the
range of conditions of interest to us.

In Figure 1, we give the attenuation spectrum for the whole atmosphere to il-
Itlatl'ate the contrihulions of the various comp4menls of the atinosphere. Note
that the residual 11 20 attenuation is due to the lt%:i. ci t;Ilz water line. further.
over the region of interest to its (1.4 to 10 (illz) the treyuencv dependence of
the absorption is small tin a cloud free easel. In rigitre 2, we give the brighl-
noss temperature spectrum corresponding to Figure 1. Noto that the Antos-
ph2re is opaque within the 60 (;Hz oxygen hand dtte to pressure broadening.
The 22.23 ► GIlz water vapor line is still partiall y transparent, however. In
olAc y. to ohseryc the contributions from the higher altitudes, it is necessar.v
to make use of the line wings particularly for the om-gen hand.

The time dependence of the atmospheric index of refraction, and therefore the
path length correction, is dominated b y the variations in atmospheric water
vapor content. ;'he variations in the atmospheric water vapor content can he
thought of as corresponding to three levels of spacial structure:

1. Macrostructure: T ypical sizes arc of the order kilometers. These
structures correspond to meteorological I 1 henontena such as "ber-
muda" highs and large cyclones.

2. 1ltezzostructure: The characteristic size of these structures is a few
hundred meters. These structures correspond to typical clouds and
are the principal cause of atmosphere-induced fringe phase fluctua-
tions with short-haseline (1-5 kill) interferometer systems.

3. %licrostructure: 'these structures are a few meters or less across
and are the cause of non-ionospheric scintillations. It should be
pointed out that the division into size regimes is strictl 'v arbitrary.
Except for stable cells, a continutun of sizes is almost always
present.

Onl y a relativel y limited body of information has appeared on the characteris-
tics of the various size scales. This is particularl y true for 'he microstruc-
ture. It is important that additional observation ,; be obtained so that the de-
tailed importance of each effect be determined.

Current remote sensing s ystems directed toward satelifte applications are
concerned mostly with tilt, macroscale water vapor structure. Various

3
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vxlx-riments ti. e. , Hosenkranr et t ► l. 1972; Slaelin e •t al, 1973; Wilheit eel al.
19751 show that the variation of preelpitable water ix-tween two macrostruc-
ture.i, while	 1/2 to 1-1/2 gin /cm = , can be as great as 4 gm /cm=
The tin g e scale for this change depends on the sire-eel of the struct • e'en n ►uve-
ment and can be its short as 20 minutes or as lung : ► s several huurs. Lath
length ,'ianges of pearl y 1 2 meter can twetir in this perienl. The fronts which
Imuud the high and low pressure reKiones often h l y e a lavered structure due to
We intrusion of warm air into cold air and %ice %ersa. As a result, the region
of the- bouad:u- y be • twecn nuicrostructures is often a region of rapid and loc.-

tion dependent path Icng1h changes.

Short ha yelow interfer •onwter olmer •valiuns provide the Wat data on the mezzo-
estt'u" turc. It is possible, tor example, to determine both the size distribution
anu motion of water vapor "cells" by observing the time correlation of phase

fluctuations for several baselines of a ,.:^ en interferometer Minder, 1970;
liasart et it, 1970; Wesseling rt al, lf)e4i. These studies show that the mer-
zotitructure causes Lath Ivngth yariati.m c► 1 hethveert 1). 1 cal an(l 5 cm and the
characte"Wic size is between :101) and 1200 mett • rs with a median size of 700
meters (Hinder and fi y le, 1971), Since such structure ins Amerved to occur [it
1 - 2 kin and seems to move with the winch at altitude, we need too 	 meas-
urements %%ith a tinlee scale as short as 5 seconds to distinguish the fastest
moving of the cells.

The microstructure is respon •:ihle for tropospheric scintillations. VirtuaNy
nothing has appeared rega ►-ding the nuturt- of such structure but it is .ikcl,v
that Inicrostl • ucture r • ei ► resents local Index of refraction variations within a
cloud and perhaps corresponds to turbulent eddies. It would he difficult to
separate the ionosphere and tropospheric scintillations in lice wavelent4th range
of interest to us since the two species of irregularities %%-Ili y ield similar angu-
lar Iluc • tuation spectra. F reduencY &pendences would by required to affect a
sepa ra t ion.

The pre ►c,dure for determining the • path length correction; from passive micr •o-
\y a y e observations must of necessit y be a statistical one. This results from
the lack of perfect correlation between the distributions of meteorological yart-
ables and the. , measured brightness temperatures. R.cliative transfer calcula-
tions shoes that individual frequencies have an altitude response that peaks at
-tit 	 which depends on Ow frequency distance from the two major line
complexes. An example of these dependences, called weighting functions. is
given in F igure :t, Hen , \4e plt,l the normalized weighting function:

W I (I l l = t. (h)	 u ll otll)	 (4)

6
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where a is the absorption coefficient a14 a function of altitude at trequenev r'
and p Iy) is the water vapor denfity ass a function of altitude latter Staelin,

1966). As can be seen, the emission due to atmospheric water %'alx►r at ;sn,'

particular frequencv comes mostl y fruit ► a laver about 1.5 Pm thick.

The inversion iwocedure must include all relevant prtwusses and must treat
Ott- radiati-e tranrsfet problem in detaii. The grin. ipal t mifush ► t; effect in the
frequency range of interest is the distribution of liquid water. The liquid
drops u ► tvpicul cluucis make a very miner cuntribution to the path length since
their sine distribution contains no drops larger than about 50 mm. however,
the contrihulion of the liquid water to the atmospher;- brightness tempwrature
van he N'el' tilt)', of ou . ii(t lli(i	 \dills. ' I•hvrvf`oV'1' , the path )t'nt-'h cor'ree-

tion scheme must' correct for the influence of the liquid water on the bright-
ntoss temperature measurements.

The inversion st hemc is arr.u-,ed rte that the influence of radiometer noise
and the lack of pe , '	 correlation between the measured brightness tempera-
tures and the pa-	 rs of interest are both treated. The details of the sta-
tistical	 proccdure are )riven in Gaut et if (1972). Briefly. the para-
me!..rs of interest art uhtainee+ by a ► r► atrLY operation:

P-1) • d	 (5)

when^ f is the vector of derived quantities, lis a vector of linear combina-
ti-ms ► t' the observations and I) is the matrix which preforms the inversion.

The inversion IllattliJC V is ubtained by a statirttieal anal^eis of the computed
brightness temperatures for n series of uhrs('rved atmospheres whose proper-
tics span the range of atmospheric conditions of interest. The advantage of
this approach is that the parameter vector p must be an improvement over a
parameter vector du rived wholly fr'orn local statistics. The result of having
nois 'N • brightness temperat.ltres or of having; no measurements is to force p to-

%t'atrd the local statistical value. Modifications of this simple scheme are re-
quired to account fur non-linearities and to avoid a singular D but these mo di-
ficatiom, are based on sound statistical principles.

An anati, , sis of this type can also be us ^d as the basis of a simulation study to
find the best iristrunient configuratiuu and predict the ultimate accuracy ob-
tainable. Schaper e_t_at (1970) have performed such a studv for a specific fre-
quency complement (22, 24,	 Inc) and : ►:i. tie (1117 1 and found that, together
with surface meteorological \ariables thtlmidity, temperature and pressure),
a radiometer system with n. 2 K accuracy permits a determination of the zenith
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path length correction to 1. 1 cm. A similar study will be reported in Section
111.

?I. THE CUI IM-T STATE OF IN: ,TRITMF.NT DEVELOPIIIFNT FOR PASSIVE.
MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY

Instrumen t s employed in passive radiometry will seem insensiti •.e by the
standards of -,)resent  daY rad±o astronomy. In n radiometer, sensitivity is
usually less important than absolute stability and accuracy; a useful radiometer
for a remote sensing system must have exceedingl y great stabilit y and an ac-
curacy (reprAucibility) substantially better than most conventional radio as-
tronomy receivers. Thus, an entirely different set of design criteria is re-
quired for passive microwave radiometry.

Front end amplifiers, such as parainetric amplifiers, cannot be applied to
radiometer receivers because their train~ cannot be determined with sufficient
accuracy and their absolute stability cannot be controlled. The traditional
noiFE tube calibration. even when attenuated to the same level as the incoming
signal, is uselers because the absolute `hermod ,ynamic scale is not repeatable
even when the noise tube remainv on ccrainuo isly. Further, it is extremely
diff icult to determine the attenuation of a precision attenuator to the accuracy
required for use with a noise tube calibration.

For these an"* other reasons, remote sensing radiometers are normall y mixer
receivers with 111^ke switching. Latching ferrite circulators are used for
swit, hing and the _ntire radiometer is normally contained in a temperature
controlled enclosure. Both the Dicke load and the enclosure are usually main-
tained at a temperature slightl y above ambient to improve thermal stability
even though this may incraase the power requirements.

Instrumental calibration usually proceeds in two ways. In the first procedure,
the radiometer input (usually a horn antenna at the frequencies of interest tc
us) is surrounded b y an enclosure of Fccoscrb or similar m i.crowave black
body material of known temperature and the radiometer output is observed.
This yields a calibration point at high brightness temperature (perhaps 2800k).
The input is then immersed in a similar enclosure containing boiling liquid
nitrogen. This yields a calibration point at low temperature (77°k). Tempera-
ture coefficients for the various waveguide and switch losses are obtained by
observing the high brightness temperature load while the physical tempera-
tures of the components vary. These measurements serve to set the absolute
levels of the components independent of measurements of the sky brightness
temperature.

9



To handle variations tit 	 eftective gain during; observations, the teml.era-
tures of all the temperature dependent components in front of the Dicke switch
are movitored by thertntworti. Additionally, a latching; circulator is i wated
immediatel y ait of the antenna so that calibration loads call 	 switehce into
the sig mil path in place of the antenna. In modern receivers, these lo,ids are
:+Iwa ys dhc•rmally compensated resistors. In the many systems, one is at a tem-
perature higher than the highs st brightness temperature expected while the
other is lower• than int• lowest expected brig;ht:ress temperature. Should it
prove impossible to obtain a low calibration low enough, it is neevssar y to de-
pend on :+ linear receiver characteristic to extrapolate two high calih:ations
downward.

In the Mast, satellite instruments have used either a radiation cooled !.)ad or
else a horn viewing; "cold" space to obtain a low reference. Ground based and
aircraft instruments have used a boiling; liquid nitrogen reference. A precision
load and platinum resistunee thermometer are immersed in a Df war containing;

the boilint; liquid nitrog:o-n. Boiling; liquid nitrogen has the advantage that the
temperature is set by a phase transition whose tvinperaturf , is ver 'v stable as
]on 	 atmospheric cord{iiot ► s (pressure) arc' re^as^onable. 'Thus thermal gra-
dients are suppre.ised. Further, the thermal capacit y of liquid nitrogen is not
so high as to be it hazed 0 ui,lo :a one insists ca being;. "aggressively SlUllid. "

Both varieties of ' c • frc'ri !oi.ds must he carefully temperature controlled so
that their e ri)issivity is in-ar)ant and their temperatures are well defined. In
practice, the be.;t systems aliow gradients in the loads of 0. I"k at most. Thia
has Droved to require con:=i 101".tble care but has vielded the advantage thm the
cult] load Dewar need not he filled for nearl y 5 hours.

Irr the rest of this section, we will discuss the characteristics of two instru-
ments which illustrate these design considerations. There are the microwave
spectrometer now in operation on Nimbus 5 (NE11S) and the 37 GIIz skv tem-
perature radionietur used on the NASA C\' 990 during, the Bering; Sea
Experiment.

The Nimbus 5 microwave opectrome.ter 1NENIS1 consists of five 250 Milz band-
width receivers centered at 22.2;5 Gliz, :31.4 Cliz, :.3.65 GHz, 54.90 GHz and
5N.30 GHi. The purpose of the experiment is to sound the temperature, pres-
sure and wester content (it' the atmosphere in nearl y all weather conditions
(Staelin et al, 1972; Staelin et al, 1973). Each receiver is a load-switched,
double -sldehand. Supe rlreterod\'ne receiver with a rela tive accuracy of 0. 1 -

0. 21. In figure 4, we give a block diagram of a Orpical NF'111S receiver. The
two calibration loads :,r'c maintained at 215% and 296 0 k while the Dicke refer-
ence load is maintained a t nrnbient temperature. The instrumental time

10
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constant is about 2 seconds and the calibrations are observed every 254; sec-
onds. The horn antennas used at each frequency yield a beamwidth of 10 0 .

The CV 990 sky temperature radiometer was used to determine the liquid
water content of clouds (Wilheit et al, 197:) and for correcting surface emis-
sion measurements for reflected sky emission (Webster et al, 1975). A block
diagram is given in Figure 5. The cold load is in boiling liquid nitrogen,
while the hot load is maintained at about 300 ) k. The rms uncertainty in the
measured skv temperature Is 0, 9°k for a l second integration. Because of the
need for the highest possible absolute accuracy, the instrument only views the
sky for 1/3 of the time. The remaining time is spent viewing the hot and cold
loads. It should be pointed out that the cold load has performed without any
difficulty even During short high-g turns and zero-g maneuvers.

II1. A SI\;UI.ATION S T UDY OF THE PP111E RE(,UIRFNIENTS Foil PATIi
1.F.N( T11 iM EASU R ENE F.NTS

Using the techniques outlined in Section I, we have simulated the performance
of a path length nivasurenient system and so optimized the choice of frequen-
cies for the final sensor package. This stud y is based oil formulation devel-
oped by T. T. Wilheit and T. C. Chant; for the Seasat Phase A Study (1973) and
the reader is referred to the Phase A repurt for details.

To sununartze, the atmosphere is divided into 100 layers. The sensor pack-
age is assumed to include surface temperature, pressure and humic.,ty mcas-
urements as well as microwave radiometers. The microwave sky tempera-
tures were calculated from tho best current transition probabilities and line
formation theory . The atmospt.3re m(x;^is were taken from the flandbook of
Geophvsics and Space Fnvii onments and span the range from arctic to tropical
conditions. Cloud models -Nero selected to span the range of most cloud types.

Before reviewing the results, it is appropriate to summarize the implicit and
explicit ;.isuniptions:

The Handbook atmospheres are assumed to span the conditions of in-
terest. Thus temperature inversions and other deviations from the
modals are not treated. In addition, temporal variations were not
treated.

2. Cloud attenuations have been assumed to depend only oil 	 total liq-
uid wnivr content anti Rayleigh scattering has been assumed.

12
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3. The wet and dry components have not been separated. The integral
has Ixwn approximated by a sum.

The radionietert: have been assigned an rn ► y nieasuren ► ent noise of
0..-) :c. The accurate requirements for the meteorological sensors
will be discussed helow.

5. It has heen assamed Ihat errors in the line formation theor y stake no
contribution.

We first exaniint , the results for zenith observations. The tirst major conclu-
sion is that the .nost obvious frequency set (22. 2:15 (;ifz, either is or :31.4 (;Hz
and 5:3. 29 Gliz) together with surface meteorolog%, measurements (hunlidity,
pressure, tenlpuratur: ) determine the correction with an rnis accurac y of 1. N
cm. in agrott mcnt with Wilhcit and Chant; (1973) and Schaper et al (19701, we
find t1ml, if the 53.2`.) (.I t z channel is not included, the error increases to 2.2
C.111.

As :. test of the neevssi,v of lower frequency channels, the 14 .4 GHz off-source
measurements front the proposed PP1%1F: continuum receiver were included
with the l`, 22.'2:3 ► , 53.29 triplet. if the sky brightness temperature is meas-
ured with an rnis noise of ,). 1`k, the accuracy improves I ► v a 8111,111 amount
(t ► . I c ► rl ► . alternativel y , it the more conventional rms noise of U. 5°k occurs,
the errov :ucrease.i by ).2  ern, Therefore, unless the skv brightness temper-
a l ure is nieasured to the accuracv level of the best current r'adionlete rs (i.e.
the !' EMS experiment; zee Section 111, the S. 4 Gliz channel does not signifi-
cantl\' improve the determination.

An iterative scheme was utied to select the best pair of channels near the
22. 2:15 Gliz water vapor line. The scheme show-, that, regardless of the sec-

ond fregcene 'v, the waster varor line frequency should be about 1 G11z from the
line center, i. e. , eith ^r 21 or 23 GHz. An improvement of 0. 2 - 0.:3 cnl re-
stilts dept (ling on Ole second frequenc y . This is as expeAed since the per-
centage contribution to tae total brightncss temperature by higher altitude wa-
ter vapor is greater off the iine tenter. The region about I (:Ilz from the line
center is an effective compromise between the need to measure the high alti-
tude water vapor and tho need to have a high signal-to-noise ratio.

The second frequency is required to be at least 2 Gilz a ► wa .v from the near-line
frequencv. Since tho second frequency gives the correction for the presence of
liquid water, wi t hin limits, the farther it is from the near-line channel, the
lower the error is. fla w limit is set on the low frequency side by the need for
a high srgna!-t o noise r p do and is about 17 GlIz. I'll(- li ►uit is set on the high

14
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frequency side by (It( , increasing contribution trout the ox y gen band at ► to t;llz.
and is about .10 Gllz.

in Table 1, we give the rnts error in the path length dt-terminations and the
total correlation between the measurevii-tits and the path length for a selection
of the frt-quency pairs which show the lowest errors. Note that the 18 and 19
Gliz pairs . re essentially identical. An extension to 31 Gilz results in a slight
improvemew. Because of the sharpness of the local ntininiun ► in the sky
brightness temperature between the water vapor line and the oxygen, moving
I Gllz or more away from :11 Gllz notable• degrades the performance.

Table 1

Accuracy of Path I,engrth Determination and Correlation of Measurements

-- --- T—
Frequency Pair	 I	 RNIS Error	 Corrcl9tion —

i
(GHz)
	

(Cm)

Is	 21 2.23 97.5
19	 21 2. A 97.6
2 5	 21 2.20 97.5

is	 23 2.20 97. 6
19	 23 2. 19 97.6
25	 23 2.20 97, 6

31	 21 2.19 97, 6
31	 23 I	 2. 19 97.6

The above calculations have assumed that along with the microwave measure-
ntents, the surface humidit y is measured to 5,i,, the r-lirface pressur y to l mb
and the surface air temperature to 2°K. Sinef the cos. of surface meteorolog-
ical instruments is a very stron g function of the desired measurement accu-
rac y , the contribution of improved accuracy for the meteorological instruments
must be determined. To illustrate the change in performaneo for improved ac-
curacv in the instruments, we give in Table 2 accuracies and correlations for
the is GHz - 21 Gliz 1xiir as the accuracy of the meteorology instruments im-
proves. Table 2 shows that the ultimate accurac y contribution of the meteor-
ology instruments increases much more slowly with instrumental accuracy

15



fable 2

ii ► tluenee of Surface Meteorology Instruments on Accuracy

Assumed Meteorology
V1. 1-or

Ilumidit y	C,7

Lath Length
Error Correlation

97.4%

leer .-ent—,
Improvement

--2. 2:3 cm
Air Temlwratare i'K
Pressure	 n:b

IIumidit y	3'. 2.04 em 97.4% 8%

Air Tc niprraiure !` K
Pressure	 lmT)

Ilunlidity	 11-1 (	 2.0 cm 97.4% IWT
Air Temperature 1"K
Pressure	 0. Jmb I

Humidity	 2`" I	 1.98 cm 97.4` 11`f
Air T'emperattire .0,'K
Pressure	 .011,11) I

than the cost. For exar.lple, according to T. A. Clark (personal communica-
tion), the cost of the last set of instruments is a 'actor of nearly ten higher than
the cost of thv ti- ird y et. Accordingly it is riot cost -effective to obtain the ne-
curacv level of the last set in the table. It is however desirable to obtain the
a( "Uraev level of the thi rd :;et since this vields in improvement of 10`,w for an
estimated cost incremem of about ;1 tactor of 2 (T. A. Clark, personal
communication).

We next addre•sr, the o,f- •enith problem. The calculations show that the path
length varies with the secant of the zenith angle to high accurac y . This is as
expected since the path Icngth is the equivalent of the optical air mass which
also varies a, the secant of the zenith angle. ',re inversion study shows that
the error also scales roughly as the secant. Ir Table 3 we give the errors and
correlations for sonil,- of the frequency pairs of Table 1 for zenith angles of 45'
and 60'.

Clearlv, by 60 1 zenith angic , the error has reached an unacceptably high level.
The PP goal calls :or an accuracy of no worse than 4 cm total at large

16



Table 3

Behavior of the Frequency fairs for Off-Zenith Observations

4

Frequency Pair

((;llzl

18-21
19-21
25-21

18-...:3

2:, •2:3

31-21

31-23

z=45°

Error	 Correlation
(Cm)	 ( 96 ►

Z-600

Error	 CorrelaI ion
(Cr	 I	 M

4.22 95.2 6.00 95.1

4.24 95. 1 6. 11 94.9

4.39 94.8 6. 21 94.8

4.28 95.0 f,. 24 94.7

4.34 94.9 6.43 94.4

4.46 94.6 6.50 94.2

4.21 95.1 5.99 95. 1

4.14 95.3 6.28 94.6

zenith angles. The question arises as to how much of th- error is due to the
wide span of atmospheric conditions included in the analysis. In the 1weceding
analysis, the total range of atmosphere models covers c. nditions from clear
polar winter to humid cloudy tropic summer. We now restrict the range of at-
mosphere models to mid-latitude conditions. For each case in Table 1 and 3,
the errors are cut by a factor of 2. To illustrate the improvement, we have
calculated the 19 and 21 GHz brightness temperatures and path length for the
U.S, standard atniosphe:e and performed the inversion. Since the U.S. stand-
ard atmosphere represents the average U.S. conditions, we expect that the in-
version will recover the calculated path length to high ac-uracy. As 'fable 4
shows, this is the case even for heavy clouds. Therefore, it may be necessary
to develop the regression constants for each of the PPM. •̂. sites fron icasured
atmospheric conditions which span the total range of conditions at the site.

Analyses were also ;:jade for three frequency schemes to indicate the influence
of the increased path length as the zenith angle rises. The two lower frequen-
cies were fixed at 18 GHz and 21 (;Ilz while the third frequency ranged from 37
to 60 GHz. The region from about 55 GHz to 60 GHz made no contribution to
the inversion since the atmosphere is opaque within the oxygen hand. In the
region from 37 to 50 GI17, the contribution is of the same order as at :31 Gliz
and becomes progressively worse as the frequency rises. In the region between

17
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Table 4

Inversion of 1'. S. Standard Atmosplicre

10 I;IIz, 21 Gllz, Surface Pressure. Iumidity, Air Temperature

Z-00 -_7_
(1. 

I cm No Cloudy
	 0. 1 cm lieavy Clouds

z- 450	I	 0, ti cin No Cloudy
	 0. 7 ctrl Heavy Clouds

50 and 55 Gllz, the brightness temperature is proportional to the teniperature
and pressure (listributions. 'Therefore, the error decreases somewhat for it
third frequency in this range. As the zenith angle increases, the correlation
of the third frequency decreases. This is due to the atmosphere becoming op-

tically thick. at the larger zenith ankles lo-mven .)u and 55 (;liz. To illustrate
this, we giro in Table the errors including correlations for the Is Gllz, 21
Gliz, and 53 Gllz triplet for zenith, 45° and GO zenith angle.

'fable 5

Error and lndi% ideal Correlations for the is GHz, 21 Gllz and 53 Gllz 'Triplet

— --Zenith An};le	 I Error Cor_ela tions (^JF)
(Degrees)	 i (Cml 18 GHz 21 GHz 53 Gllz

0" 1. 8 Cni 84% 57% 839
45° :3.7 84% 57% 509
BU' Vii. 8 84`70 57% 20%

'rhus, a s 'N • stem which will measure the path length correction to the required
accurac y should be configured as follows:

1. At least two microwave radiometers (18 GHz, 211 Gllz) with 0.5 K rms
noise and I'K long; term stability. If a third frequency can be accum-
modated it should he about 53 Gllz.

2. Surface naeteorolop , instruments which measure relative humidity to
3 , air temperature 1 K and pressure to 1.0 mb.

18
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